Capacity Fees and Water Rates Workshop
How Vallecitos Water Customers Subsidize Development

“To be an effective advocate you must first know and
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Developer Fees and Water Rates Workshop
How Vallecitos Water Customers Subsidize Development

“Tell me and I forget. Teach me and I remember. Involve me and I learn.”
Ben Franklin
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Developer Fees and Water Rates Workshop ‐ How Vallecitos Water Customers Subsidize Development

Current State of Water Rates, Cap Fees, and VWD Finances

While ratepayers’ water rates
increased by 47% to 100%,
the developers’ water cap fee
increased by 22%.
When adjusted for inflation,
the developer water cap fee
increased by 0%.
At 71 units of use the increase is 100%

“How much water rates have increased or how VWD’s rates compare to
other agencies is of no relevance.
What matters is how much lower our rates could be.
How much do ratepayers continue to pay to subsidize urban development?”

A Unit of Use = 100 cubic feet, or 748 gallons of water
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Cap Fee – Defined and Understood

Developer Fees and Water Rates Workshop

Public Utilities ‐ 2 Sources of Controllable Revenue

+ Capital Facility Fees from Developers

‐ Construction cost for growth CIP
‐ Debt service

+ Water Bills from Customers

‐ Operating expenses
‐ Replacement CIP

CIP = Capital Improvement Projects – e.g., pipes, tanks, pump stations, etc.
Growth CIP = CIP to accommodate new connections to the system, i.e., CIP that would not be needed if there was no growth
Replacement CIP = CIP that replace existing infrastructure and assets (pipes, tanks, pumps, etc.)
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Cap Fee – Defined and Understood

Developer Fees and Water Rates Workshop

Capital Facility Fees (Cap Fee) defined
 How do you evidence ownership in a corporation?
 How do you evidence ownership in a publicly‐owned utility?
 A Cap Fee is _______________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
 “Developer Fees”, “Connection Fees”, “Capital Facility Fees”, “Capacity Fees”:
All mean the same thing (pretty much).
_________________

Legal Background for Capacity Charges (Cap Fees)
 1987 Mitigation Fee Act
 Capacity charges “shall not exceed the estimated reasonable cost of
providing the service for which the fee or charge was imposed”

 Capacity charge can
 pay for future facilities benefiting development charged with the fee
 recover costs for existing facilities

 1998 Senate Bill 1760
 Cap fee revenue deposited in “separate capital facilities fund”
 Can spend cap fee revenue “solely for the purpose for which the charges
are collected”
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Capacity = How much water the system can deliver
System = Total of the components used to deliver water (e.g., pipes, pump stations, tanks, reservoirs, etc.)

Cap Fee – Defined and Understood

Developer Fees and Water Rates Workshop

Industry Guidance – Approaches to Calculating Cap Fees
 Buy‐In Method
 Recover the value of an existing system
 Used when capacity is available to serve future connections
 Calculation: (Existing System Value – Outstanding Debt) / # of Homes System can
Accommodate

 No Master Plan is needed to calculate a Buy‐In since it is based solely on
existing assets

 Incremental Cost Method
 Pay for facilities to expand the system’s capacity
 Used when not enough capacity is available to serve future connections
 Calculation: (Cost of Future Growth CIP including financing + deficit balance –
surplus balance) / # of Homes to be Connected to the System in the Future

 Need a Master Plan to determine future growth and CIP needs

 Hybrid Approach
 Components of the Buy‐In and Incremental Cost methods
 Used when some capacity is available and additional facilities are needed
to serve future connections

Master Plan = A detailed engineering study of current and future demands, cost and timing of facilities
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needed to be replaced and facilities needed to accommodate future demands
Demand = How much water is needed

Cap Fee – Defined and Understood

Developer Fees and Water Rates Workshop

Summary of Constitutional and Industry Guidance

Fee
Calculation
Method

Purpose of
Charge

Reserve
Classification

Allowable
Expenditures from
Reserves

Buy‐In
Method

Recover the
value of an
existing
system

Replacement CIP

Replacement and repair
of the existing system.
Offset the need for water
rate increases, or reduce
water rates

Incremental
Cost Method

Pay for
facilities to
expand the
system’s
capacity

Restricted
Capacity funds

Construction, acquisition,
and financing of CIP that
increase the system’s
capacity
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Vallecitos adds a “Reserve Activity” report to the consent
calendar of the 2nd Board meeting agenda of each month
(never discussed). The report is a summary of the
inflows and outflows all district money and the ending
balances. All the money the district has is categorized as
Ratepayer money (the “Replacement” column), and
Developer money (the “Capacity” column).
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Cap Fee revenue from the Buy‐In
component is assessed and
collected to maintain and replace
existing system assets, so it goes
into the “Replacement” column.

Cap Fee revenue from the
Incremental Cost component is
assessed and collected for future CIP
to expand the system capacity, so it
goes into the “Capacity” column.

No Cap Fee revenue has ever been classified as “Replacement”.

Vallecitos does not have a Buy‐In component.
Buy‐In revenue would reduce water rates but would
increase developer costs by about $6,000 per home.
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Cap Fee – Defined and Understood

Developer Fees and Water Rates Workshop

Current State of Water Rates, Cap Fees, and VWD Finances

Vallecitos increased water
rates sufficient to nearly
quadruple the balance
retained from ratepayer
money, while they kept
developer fees stable resulting
in a spiraling deficit.

With developers’ Cap Fee insufficient to cover the
impacts of urban development, Vallecitos uses
ratepayer money to pay developer obligations
(growth CIP and related financing costs).
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Ratepayer money

Developer money
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Cap Fee – Defined and Understood

Developer Fees and Water Rates Workshop

Current State of Water Rates, Cap Fees, and VWD Finances

Vallecitos increased water
rates sufficient to accumulate
ratepayer reserves at double
their 5‐year CIP budget.

Industry standards provide for reserve levels to
be between 1 and 5 years of budgeted CIP, less
amounts financed by debt.
Vallecitos accumulated ratepayer money
beyond the amount needed to provide service.
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Cap Fee – Defined and Understood

Developer Fees and Water Rates Workshop

Current State of Water Rates, Cap Fees, and VWD Finances

Vallecitos has defended water rate increases by
stating accumulating reserves is fiscally prudent and
they need to maintain their favorable credit rating.
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Water Rate – Defined and Understood

Water Rate defined
Fee assessed to recover costs necessary to provide water to the consumer and
customer of the utility.
Revenue Requirement = the amount of money the utility needs to assess and
collect to pay for the costs necessary to provide the service for which the fee
was charged (Operating costs, asset replacement, adjustments to reserve levels).

Legal Background for Water Rates
California Constitution:
“A fee or charge shall not be extended, imposed, or increased by any agency
unless it meets all of the following requirements:
• (1) Revenues derived from the fee or charge shall not exceed the funds
required to provide the property related service.
• (2) Revenues derived from the fee or charge shall not be used for any purpose
other than that for which the fee or charge was imposed.
• …”
Article XIII D, Section 6. (b)
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Water rates were last increased in March of 2000.

Vallecitos sent this notice to all 23,000
customers stating that rate increases are
necessary to:
1. Pay increased operating costs
2. Pay debt service, and
3. Fund asset replacements
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Water – Defined and Understood

Developer Fees and Water Rates Workshop

In the revenue requirement used to calculate the
2020 rate:
1. Operating costs decreased
2. There is no debt service to pay since all debt is
the obligation of developers, and
3. The only increase to the revenue requirement
was “Transfer to Capital Reserve” – a reserve at
the time of the rate increase was funded by $15
million in excess of the entire 5‐year CIP budget.
Coincidentally, this is the same reserve used to
fund the developer fund deficit – to subsidize
Cap Fees.
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Water – Defined and Understood

Developer Fees and Water Rates Workshop

Vallecitos is overcharging customers by at least 14.5%.

The “Transfer to Capital Reserve” exceeds the funds
required to provide the property related service.
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The Subsidy and the Deficit

How We Got Here
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The Subsidy and the Deficit

How We Got Here
The Sewer Density Impact Fee

The City’s General Plan anticipates a specific density,
for example five homes per acre.

Developers are often granted a variance from the General Plan to build more
homes than anticipated. This is known as densification.
If development were to occur as anticipated (the five homes), Vallecitos would
have enough sewer treatment capacity to serve all future customers. So their
sewer Cap Fee did not include money for additional treatment capacity.
The extra homes being built caused a need for an estimated $50+ million in
additional sewer treatment capacity that was not in the Cap Fee.
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The Subsidy and the Deficit

How We Got Here

In 2012, the Vallecitos Board adopted a Sewer Density Impact Fee to
assess the homes built in addition to planned density – about $3,100
per home – to offset the future cost of sewer treatment capacity.

Developers did not want to pay the assessment, so they
backed a slate of challengers that unseated incumbents
and formed a developer‐focused Board majority.
The first meeting after the new majority was seated, the
Board started making accommodations to developers at
the expense of ratepayers.
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The Subsidy and the Deficit

How We Got Here

The Political Shift

At a Vallecitos Board meeting in 2013
Board Member Jim Poltl:

“The District’s interest has to do with providing basic
services, sewer and water, at the best price. That’s all it
is. It has nothing to do with helping out developers.”
Newly elected Board Member Hal Martin:

“I look at the bigger picture.
Economic stimulus.
Smaller governmental agencies …
make that happen.”
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The Subsidy and the Deficit

How We Got Here

A subsidy is “a sum of money granted by the government or a public body to
assist an industry or business so that the price of a commodity or service may
remain low or competitive.” Dictionary.com
“I want to be competitive”
An admonishment from the Vallecitos Finance Committee to staff to keep
developers’ Cap Fees low.
April 15, 2019

______________

The “Accommodation”

800 units X $3,183 = $2,546,400
1,000 units X $3,183 = $3,183,000
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The Subsidy and the Deficit

How We Got Here

The “Accommodation”

Less than three months prior to the request for
the $3.2 million accommodation, the developer
receiving the accommodation donated at least
$40,000 in “dark money” that made it’s way to
the newly elected Board members.
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The Subsidy and the Deficit

How We Got Here

Deferring the Cap Fee Due Date

From the minutes of the August 24, 2021, Vallecitos Finance Committee meeting:

?
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The Subsidy and the Deficit

How We Got Here

Suspending and refunding the Sewer Density Impact Fee

•

In 2015 the Vallecitos Board suspended the sewer density impact fee and
refunded all the fees previously collected to developers.

•

Developers have not paid for any of the additional sewer treatment capacity
that will be needed as a result of dense development.

•

The estimated cost of the additional sewer treatment capacity (more than
$50 million) is not included in the current Cap Fee and VWD has no plans to
include the amount for at least ten years.

•

Ratepayers will be paying this developer obligation.
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The Subsidy and the Deficit

How We Got Here

Reducing the Proposed Cap Fees
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The Subsidy and the Deficit

How We Got Here

Water Rate Increases Beyond What Is Required to Provide Service

Board gets
reelected

33% Increase
in Board Pay

Housing
Boom
Board
Turnover
Employee
Bridge Reform Benefit Cuts
Transform
Recession

Drought

$28 million in
bonds issued

Density Impact Fee
The
“Accommodation”

After a 4‐year delay
Board adopts Cap
Fee increases
Impact Fee Suspended
28
and Refunded

Cap Fee Due
Date Deferred

Developer Fees and Water Rates Workshop ‐ How Vallecitos Water Customers Subsidize Development

How to Fix It (Focus Groups)
Adopt a policy that legal fees and all costs associated with defending efforts to
recover costs of the impact of growth from developers and restore ratepayer
equity will be paid from capacity funds and not paid by ratepayers, and:
Page

1.

Add a Buy‐In Component to the Cap Fee

2.

Correct the Growth Estimate in the Incremental Cost Component 40

3.

Repeal Deferral of Developer Fee Due Date

4.

Eliminate “Transfer to Capital Reserve” from Current Water Rate

5.

Refund Water Customers 14.5% of Water Bills since March 2020

6.

Revise the Reserve Policy

7.

Commence a Master Plan

8.

Respond to the December 20 Letter

9.

Be Transparent

30
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1. Add a Buy‐In Component to the Cap Fee

How to Fix It

A PRA request was made to obtain
documents from Vallecitos’ private
negotiations with the BIA and developers
regarding the Cap Fee calculations.

BIA = Building Industry Association
PRA = Public Records Act
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1. Add a Buy‐In Component to the Cap Fee

How to Fix It

One of the documents provided from the PRA request was an
“independent technical review” of the Cap Fee calculation.
The technical reviewer notes that the fee is calculated using the
“incremental or growth methodology” – no buy‐in.
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1. Add a Buy‐In Component to the Cap Fee

How to Fix It

In the same report the “independent” technical reviewer notes
that the incremental method used in the Cap Fee calculation
includes only future CIP and related financing divided by future
growth. A buy‐in is just the opposite – existing CIP divided by
existing capacity. The Cap Fee was reduced when adopted, but
the calculation remained the same – no buy‐in.

Growth = number homes to be built in the future
Capacity = number of home the existing facilities can serve
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1. Add a Buy‐In Component to the Cap Fee

How to Fix It

The last recommendation of the “independent” technical reviewer
was to “explore an alternative fee calculation”. There are only two
alternative fee calculations – both include a Buy‐In. “Many
agencies switch to a combined fee methodology once they reach
50% buildout.” Vallecitos was beyond 50% buildout in 2014. The
report was made available pursuant to the PRA request on May
22, 2019, but the Cap Fee wasn’t effective until January of 2020.
It takes a matter of hours to calculate a Buy‐In.

Buy‐In Calculation
Net System Value ÷ System Capacity = Cap Fee per Home

Net System Value = Value of existing water system assets minus debt
System Capacity = the number of homes the system can accommodate
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1. Add a Buy‐In Component to the Cap Fee

How to Fix It

Last paragraph of the report Vallecitos shows online:

The “independent technical review” that appears online was
altered to eliminate the recommendation to add a Buy‐In
component after reaching 50% buildout.
The report also now states there is a Buy‐In component for the
shortfall and debt, even though the Buy‐In calculation specifically
eliminates debt from the calculation. This final recommendation
now concludes that the District should add a Buy‐In component
“when the next Master Plan” is done. Vallecitos responded to that
recommendation by making sure there is no “next time”.
Vallecitos has no plans for a new Master Plan for the next ten years.

Shortfall = the deficit funded by ratepayers, i.e., the unauthorized loan from ratepayers
VWD’s finance committee directed staff to not call the deficit a deficit. So now they call it a shortfall.
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Cap Fee revenue from the Buy‐In
component is assessed and
collected to maintain and replace
existing system assets, so it goes
into the “Replacement” column.

Cap Fee revenue from the
Incremental Cost component is
assessed and collected for future CIP
to expand the system capacity, so it
goes into the “Capacity” column.

No Cap Fee revenue has ever been classified as “Replacement”.

Vallecitos does not have a Buy‐In component.
Buy‐In revenue would reduce water rates but would
increase developer costs by about $6,000 per home.
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1. Add a Buy‐In Component to the Cap Fee

Vallecitos and the City of Carlsbad are the only water
agencies in San Diego County that do not require
developers to “buy in” to existing system capacity.
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Survey results from August 2021

$40

How to Fix It

Surplus / (Deficit) in Water Developer Funds
As of June 30, 2021
In Millions
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By contrast, as of June 30, 2021,
Carlsbad accumulated a $36.7
million surplus of developer money
in their water capacity fund, while
Vallecitos had a deficit of $7.9
million, funded by ratepayers.
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Vallecitos claims the deficit was
caused by the recession.
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Carlsbad

Vallecitos

1. Add a Buy‐In Component to the Cap Fee

How to Fix It

Had the Board not delayed the Cap
Fee increase, and had they added a
Buy‐In component, developers
would have paid about $11.3 million
more, and water rates would have
been reduced by $11.3 million.

Vallecitos Board Member Mike Sannella would not
entertain adding a Buy‐In component because
developers already pay annexation fees.

“Vallecitos is committed to providing exceptional and
sustainable services at the lowest possible cost.”
From the Vallecitos About Us web page

EDU = Equivalent Dwelling Unit = the amount of system capacity, 500 gallons per day, allowed for a single‐
38
family dwelling unit
Annexation Fee = a per‐acre charge for land added into the Vallecitos service boundary.

1. Add a Buy‐In Component to the Cap Fee

How to Fix It

Group Exercise #1
In response to concerns raised about the lack of a Buy‐In component, Mike
Sannella responded that they have one.
Write a letter or talking points for public comment regarding the Buy‐In. What
questions will you ask or what concerns will you raise to attempt to solicit the
truth and compel VWD to add a buy‐in component.
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2. Correct the Growth Estimate in the Incremental Cost Component

How to Fix It

Vallecitos’ Calculation of the Water Cap Fee

Error in Growth Estimate

X

18.3

For the 8,800 projection of homes to
be built, Vallecitos assumed that the
average use per home was 500 gallons
per day in 2014. The actual average
use was 349 gallons per day. Usage
does not equal capacity, particularly
during a mandated drought.

*Growth‐related Debt includes the deficit since that is to be paid back to ratepayers
MGD = Million Gallons per Day
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2. Correct the Growth Estimate in the Incremental Cost Component

How to Fix It

Equates to 18.3 MGD
Equates to 14.8 MGD

Vallecitos assumed capacity at the 2014 water
sales of 14.8 MGD, when seven years prior the
capacity was at least 18.3 MGD.
How can you lose capacity in a system?
Why would you assume 14.8 MGD when you
know the actual capacity is at least 18.3 MGD?
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2. Correct the Growth Estimate in the Incremental Cost Component

How to Fix It

The Cap Fee, originally scheduled to
be adopted in 2016, did not became
effective until 2020.
Vallecitos knew they underestimated
the number of homes to be built
before the Cap Fee was adopted.
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2. Correct the Growth Estimate in the Incremental Cost Component

How to Fix It

Group Exercise #2
A report prepared by an “independent” technical reviewer concludes that “We
found no errors in calculation of the Fees in the model”.
Group 2 is going to write a letter or provide public comment to prove that there is
at least one error in the Cap Fee calculation. List talking points to prove the error
and demand the error be corrected immediately.
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How to Fix It

3. Repeal Deferral of Developer Fee Due Date
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How to Fix It

4. Eliminate “Transfer to Capital Reserve” from
Current Water Rate
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How to Fix It

5. Refund Water Customers 14.5% of Water Bills since
March 2020
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6. Revise the Reserve Policy

How to Fix It
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How to Fix It

6. Revise the Reserve Policy
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How to Fix It

7. Commence a Master Plan
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How to Fix It

8. Respond to the December 20 Letter
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9. Be Transparent

How to Fix It

• “I hate the word deficit for many reasons. It gives
credibility to detractors to start with. … There's no
deficit. … Deficit is a bad word. For the nay sayers,
it's very easy to say 'deficit!'. … We need to change
that terminology somehow ... You can't use the word
'deficit.' Change that terminology.” Hal Martin, Board
President

• “[How about] 'Capital Facility Revenue Shortfall’,”
Glenn Pruim, General Manager

• “There you go!” Hal Martin, Board President
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9. Be Transparent

How to Fix It

“… the determined Cap Fees should have no fiscal impact to ratepayers.”
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How to Fix It

9. Be Transparent
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Glossary of Terms
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